We study the limit case corresponding to a model introduced by G.L. Stenchikov and A. Robock for the evolution of the temperature of an atmospheric column in ausence of humidity. The model envolves a degenerate non coercive quasilinear equation. The di usion coe cient depends of the atmospheric stability and vanishes on the stable regions. We show the existence and uniqueness of a suitable class of weak solutions and prove that the number of stable and unstable regions are nonincreasing in time.
Introduction
One of the simpler models in the very rich hierarchy of the climate models corresponds to the, so called, Radiative Convective Models (RCMs). This type of models was initially introduced in Manabe and Strickler 10] in order to describe averaged vertical atmospheric thermal structure when advective sources vanish due to spatial averaging. Since then, several modi cations of the pioneers RCMs were introduce by several authors for di erent purposes (see e.g. the exposition made in Stenchikov and Robock 13] ).
The main goal of this paper is to carry out the mathematical analysis of the limit case of a RCM introduced by G.L. Stenchikov and A. Robock i n 1 9 9 5 f o r t h e i n vestigation of the diurnal cycle. Their model has a forced nature (by prescribed advection) and accounts interactively for boundary layer processes, turbulence, convection, cloudiness, and hydrological cycle, and incorporates a spectral radiative transport in a cloudy and polluted atmosphere. The model was used in Stenchikov and Robock 14] to calculate the e ects of observed stratospheric aerosol, water vapor and ozone changes after the 1991 Pinatubo eruption.
For a given atmospheric column, let H be the total speci c energy, T the temperature, q the water vapor mixing ratio, L the latent heat of vaporization, c p the speci c heat of air at constant pressure, H s static energy, g acceleration due to gravity, and z is the altitude. Then H = c p T + Lq, and H s = H + gz. In . We recall that x represents the vertical coordinate in terms of the ratio p ps between the air pressure to di erent heights and the surface air pressure (so x = 0 corresponds to the top of the atmosphere and x = 1 to the surface). In (1.2) c p (x)T (x t) corresponds to the total speci c energy in a dry convection situation: i.e. u(x t) : = H(x t) = c p (x)T (x t) with c p (x) > 0 the speci c heat of air at constant pressure and T(x t) the temperature (we recall that the water vapor mixing ratio q(x t) is here assumed to be zero). The convective di usion function k(s) is assumed to be zero on \stable regions", i.e. when acting on nonpositive balances k( @u(x t) @x ; R xc p (x) u(x t)) 0: In fact, problem (1.2) corresponds to the general case c p (x) but the mathematical di culties are the same than for c p = 1 .
One of the main di culty, in the mathematical treatment of the problem (1.2) comes from the fact that the function k is not \coercive", that is, it does not satisfy the condition lim jsj!1 k(s) = + 1:
In the best of our knowledge, most of the results in the literature on the existence of solutions of quasilinear parabolic problems of the type ( 2 On the existence and uniqueness of the weak solution.
In order to state the main result of this paper we start by i n troducing some functional spaces which are motivated by the presence at the equation of the singular term Ru xcp(x) . Let = (0 1), given R > 0 w e de ne the spaces
Notice that (x) goes to in nity when x goes to 0. It is not di cult to show that those spaces become Hilbert spaces with the respective i n terior product The proof of the Theorem 2.1 is based in the application of the abstract Crandall { Ligget Theorem for m-accretive operators, (see Crandall { Ligget 1971] ).
We shall show that the results of Crandall -Ligget Theorem can be applied to the operator A de ned on the space X = L 2 ( ) by
Proof. Proof. Let It is easy to see that V 0 ( ) coincides with the set ff 2 V ( ) f= 0 o n @ g once that the trace of a function f 2 V ( ) is introduced in an usual manner (see e.g. Evans 7] ). We also recall that given f 2 L and so we get the conclusion.
J is lower semicontinuous in V ( ): Let u n 2 V such t h a t u n ! u strongly in V ( ).
If the lower limit of J(u n ) is equal to in nity then, obviously
So, let us suppose that I < 1, where I = lim inf J(u n ). Then there exists a subsequence, that we denote again by u n , such that J(u n ) ;! I. Moreover (x) 
and integrating by parts we get:
Since v = 0 o n @ w e obtain that I = ; ; ;
for any 2 L 2 ( ). Moreover, since k( du dx ; Ru xcp(x) ) = w 2 V 0 we get that k( du dx ; Ru xcp(x) ) = 0 on @ which ends the proof. 2 3 On the non increasing number of stable and unstable regions for regular solutions
In this section we study some qualitative results on the solution of the problem. Our main goal is the study of the stable and unstable regions. We will work with the function w = du dx ; Ru Notice that in this last case convection occurs mixing the air.
The main goal of this section is to prove that the number of stable and unstable regions is not increasing in time for regular solutions. First, we shall prove that the boundary between stable and unstable regions is a semicontinuous graph. In this section we assume, for simplicity the extra regularity, w 2 C Consequently k(w) = 0 i n x a t 1 < t < t 2 , w h i c h proves that (t) a = minf (t 1 ) (t 2 )g ; C(t 1 ; t 2 ) Taking limits when i ;! 1 we obtain a 1 a 2 which is a contradiction with (3.7). Then a 1 = a 2 .
In the same way, b y taking a decreasing sequence t k , w e get that the existence of lim
We shall show n o w that lim
We proceed assuming lim t!t ; ;1 @ @x ( @ @x u n ) + n u n = 0 and the solution of the problem (3.9) is w = X i=1 1 a n e ; nt u n (3.10) of this region, we proceed by reduction to the absurd. Let us suppose there exists a t > 0 such that 1 (t ) is not connected. We take a n i n terval (c d) ( From the convexity of the function it results that dg"(t) dt 0 since g " ( 0 ) = 0 and g " is a positive function we g e t g " (t) = 0 that implies w(x t) k 1 for all (x t) 2 (c d) (t 1 t ).
But then there would not exists a stable region in the interior of (c d) which i s a contradiction with the assumption of the existence. In conclusion a stable (unstable) region can disappear for a certain t > 0, but it never may appear any stable (unstable) region.
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